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51**y #;*£I\WB^KjSgmmMr ySJR®3P ^ . *"rrjBpyfe Indian youth was ready to
v WJ&T^Irnhood hi went into the woods,^QMBe^ aM%sted. After days alon^.m^ lCthinkine and praying, he saw some ***,*•feature — or thought he saw it — ** *»,**!3>fchich seemed of special significance.
And-the spirit of that creature became
his T^VIANAWAS — a link between. < hymself and the spirit world. He did
not speak of this spirit toothers. It
tner% to sustain him ah his life.
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Students — Who are we? 3,000 crazy ki'from around the world. Then you ask, what a
we doing here? Don’t know, to tell you the trut
A long time ago, a short little man with a bow t
told us something about an education, or was
an opportunity for a life-time. Since then, we’
been sitting in rooms with a lot of other era:
kids listening to a crazy kid who, incidentall
thinks he’s an adult, but we all know - he’s ju
faking it. He tells us about all kinds of things v
don’t have to know. Most of us don’t know wh
we’re doing here; we’re just going through tl
motions. I don’t know what happens when we g
out of here, someone said something about beii
in the real world and getting a job . . . if y<
know anything about it, come tell us, tl
students here need some extra help!
All I know is that it’s fun and I’m enjoying








































































“ Turn it down! I have an eight o’clock class!” It’s
the joys of waking up to someone else’s alarm or thedaily party in the bathroom. You know you’re living in





Yea, they’re the ones who
live across the street in the
mansions . . .
It’s just another way to ex¬
perience UPS. The fraternities’
living rooms are always smell¬
ing like beer, and the sororities
are always functioning, group¬
ing and re-grouping people.
Greek life offers yet another
“ Opportunity of a lifetime,”
engaging it’s members in all
sorts of programs ranging from




There are six fraternities;
Beta Theta Pi, Kappa Signa,
Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Signa Chi and Sigma
Nu. The six sororities include;
Alpha Phi, Delta Delta Delta,
Gamma Phi Beta, Kappa
Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, and Pi Beta Phi. So
slip into your penny-loafers and
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“ What was the gas bill this
month?, one hundred dollars! You
have got to be kidding me, what did
you do, leave the hot water running
all month, get real!no way . . . what’s
for dinner anyway, macaroni and
cheese, again? I should have gotten a
full meal plan living with you.
But in the long run, it pays off. It’s
great having a room to yourself to
breathe in. The house warming party
was great, it would have been even
better if the toilet had gotten fixed in
time .. . It gives you a sense of
responsibility to have to pay your
own bills and cook your own food.
But sometimes you wonder if living
in the dorm wasn’t a lot easier . . . 23
Associated Students University of Puget Sound
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ASUPS is the acronym used
represent the Associated Students
the University of Puget Sound. ;
ASUPS Student Governme
Organization exists to enhance si
dent life by providing numerc
forms of student activities and pi
grams, and to represent student cc
cerns by providing a liaison betwe
the student body, and the Univers
Board of Trustees, Administrate
and Faculty. Our student govei
mental system exists of three brs
ches: executive, legislative, a
judicial. Each year the ASUi
governing body has the responsibil
of budgeting and dispursing studc
fees to fund activities, programs, a
the ongoing concerns of the studc
body. This year’s budget is apprc
imately $225,000.
Pictured (L to R): Anthony Hemstad; Chris Caron, Vice President; Mike Healy, President; Dean Koch, Financial Vice President; Chad Haines; Second
Row: Serni Solidarios; Dean David Dodson, Holly Sabelhaus, John Pilcher, Lisa Kruger, Susan Kaintz, Todd Finley, Carrie Glenn, Joel Gleghorn, Ron














































































Being in Student Programs at UPS
means spending a good deal of time
and energy enriching the lives of
students, faculty, staff and communi¬
ty by planning, booking, publicizing
and presenting a variety of events.
Each program is comprised of a chair
and committee members, with head¬
quarters in Sub 213. The Programs
Office is responsible for the produc¬
tion of the monthly activities calen¬
dar, as well as Whats Ups, a 24-hour
information line (X3316). This years
events have included the Chinese
Magic Circus of Taiwan, Homecom¬
ing at the Seattle Center, Mistle
Toast, the Second City comedy troup,
Foolish Pleasures, Uncle Bonsai,
tickets to plays at the Fifth Avenue,
lectures by Timothy Leary and
Hamilton Jordan and weekend films.
Programs personnel for the 1982-
83 year are Grant Chapman, Sound
and Lights manager; Karen Clark,
Tours and Travel chair; Dan Cumm¬
ings, Lectures chair; Eric Eliasen,
Dance chair; Ann Halvarson, Campus
Films chair; John Maltman, Popular
Entertainment chair; John Murphy,
Sound and Lights crew; Patti Olney,
Office Assistant; Kawehi Papalimu,
Cellar manager; Rose Quiroz, Office
Assistant; Anna-Marie Ratiu,
Cultural Events chair; Clenton
Richardson, Special Events chair;
Susan Schlee, Showcase chair; Sherry
Schultz, Office Manager; Serni
Solidarios, Director of Student Pro¬
grams; Mark Turner, College Bowl






















































































The Cellar Front: (l to r) Karen Cashen, James Farrar, Francis Estalilla, Josie
Togle, Patty Robinson, Dana Nakamura Second Ron
Sue Armstrong, Chris Bederer, Matt Green, Allison Cawdrey, Wesley Knutsen, Bruce Tshider Third Row: Sarah Moor*
Cathleen Dunn, Lisa Kozuki, Kalani Bush Not pictured: Michael Allison, Vicki Callaman, Larcy Campbell, Alyce Dunham
Laine Erhart, Randi Fecht, Troy Glennon, Mark Hoffman, Freda Monroe, Paul Rader, Ben Sawyer, Patti Schofield, San
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*i. Me* •c ,
Management Staff: Seated (L to R):
David M. Eliott, General Manager;
John R. Maltman, Production Director;
Bradley A. Ackerman, Music Director.
Standing (L to R): Paul D. Rader,
Music Director; James R. Parker, Pro¬
gram Guide Director; Marlit K.
Stevens, Traffic Manager; Michell T.
Kanto; Jazz Director; Kathleen J.
McGourty, Business Manager; Masked
Man: James B. Geer Program Director.
// A£ *























































































ECUPS Front (L to R): Lisa Chambers, Lisa DeFaccio, Marlit Stevens, Meredith Moore, Greg Ursich, Tom Sarris. Second Row: Curtis Price,David Kantor, Kathy Donner, Christophir Flynn, Brett Parker, Laurie Johnson. Third Row: Cheryl Swab, Pam Schweitzer, TraceyWickersbam, Jeff Ball, David Walzer, Don Davis. Fourth Row: Dan Holsenback, Buffy Kayser, Stan Sorenson. Fifth Row: Angela Dahl,J. Mark Sudderth, Tim Kehrli, Wayne Saito. Sixth Row: Jim Parker, Michelle Kantor, John Maltman. Seventh Row: Brad Ackerman,Chris Dederer, Dave Elliott, Paul Rader.
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The Crosscurrent
Review
Pictured (L to R); Julie Schauble, Julie Rae, Tammy Marsons, LeslieTaylor — Second David Smith,Cunthia Kimball, Roxanne Blair Third RowMary Vosburg,Lisa Zimmer, KateSmurr, Jane Knechtel, Karen (garter
41
Spurs
Front Row: (l to r) Cindy Treece, Cheryl Fitch, Lisa Whatley, Mary Pyper, Cathie Clark, Heidi Biggs, Sandra Chee, Vicki
Calaman, Back row: (l to r) Ronda Newmiller, Tracy Choy, Tracey Lally, Tressa Schmidt, Carol Zimmerman, Karen Luttrell,
Karl Jordahl, Wendy Petersen, Cynthia Lehmann, Cynthia Kimball, Michele Fulk, Lydia Rubenstein, Kate Smurr, Jennifer
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Inter - Varsity Christiai
Fellowship is a student-lei
organization that seeks to helj
students to grow in their Christiai
faith in areas of evangelisir
discipleship and missions. Intel
Varsity offers weekly meeting?


















































































Black Student Union Pictured (L to R): Melinda Taylor, Leslie Brackston, Stanley Williams. Stan¬ding Freda Monroe.
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i 1 a?” Robert OvermanDiana OwensGarth PageGreg PageAndrew PalkGeoff PalmerBrett Parker
Hui-o-Hawaii
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West Lin, OR 97068
Assaf Assaf
Business/Management


















C & T A
1513 Weatherswood Dr.
NW











































501 N. J.St. #5
Tacoma WA 98403
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7203 76th Ave SE














































































































































1714 So. 282nd PI.
Federal Way WA 98003
John Claeys
Business













































Des Moines, WA 98188
Brian Davis
Accounting/Finance

























Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
Houston W. Dougharty
English Literature



















































































Gig Harbor, WA 98335
Kathleen Fant
Business Admin/English




31906 34th PI SW














Electric City, WA 99123
Paul Fawcett
Economics







































































































































































































































13120 St. Rd. #16 NW











































































































4772 N Lariat Dr.






















































































2302 Lybecker Dr NW



















105 E Hawthorne Ct
Lake Bluff, IL 60044
Tamara Marson
Business/Marketing
































7810 78th Ave. SE
Mercer Island, WA 98040
Catherine McDonough
Biology











































































































5071 SW Tualata Lane






















































































23720 NE Canyon Rd.








5132 Cromwell Dr. NW
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
Michelle Pakkala
Biology/Chemistry

























7211 40th St. NW




















2440 Greenway Dr. NE
Salem, OR 97301
Ron Peterson












































Walla Walla, WA 99362
Susan Raymond
Business Administration
8008 SE 36th St.





































































































101 N 48th Ave. #188Yakima, WA 98908
Terry Sharrard
Asian Studies/Religion

























































































































Beverly Hills, CA 90210
Mike Stone
History
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Wayne Stephens
Business/Marketing




829 N 6th St.










































4319 Ray Nash Dr. NW



























541 Palos Verdes Dr. W
Palos Verdes, CA 90274
Perry Tobe
P&G/English Writing



































500 Bel Aire Ave.
Aberdeen, WA 98520
Nancy Lynne Van Houte
Occupational Therapy
3420 Briggs Blvd

























































































































923 N 13th #6
Tacoma, WA 98403
Mary Wojtulewicz










1510 E Montgomery St.
Mt Vernon, WA 98273
Robert Woods
Business






























2316 Paseo Del Mar
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The yearbook has always
been produced by students,
for students. PICTURE
YOURSELF was designed
so students could freely ex¬
press themselves in a way
which they wished to be
seen. All those who “ pic¬
tured themselves” had a
hand in making the 1983
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On September 24 the Chinese
Magic Circus of Taiwan dazzled a
Fieldhouse audience with incredible
feats of acrobatics and physical en¬
durance. The color, gymnastics, and
tricks combined to create a magical




















Homecoming 1982, “ Tac-Sea to
Seattle,” got off to a great start with
the Songfest and Dance at the Seat¬
tle Center House. Those in atten¬
dance cheered “ Yoda,” and a
creative number from an unexpected
entrant — the Dean of Students.After the Songfest, No Cheese
Please played in the carnival-like at¬
mosphere. The evening was filled
with clowns and balloons, and a good
time was had by all. The weekend
ended on a winning note as the Log¬















Showcase and The Cellar brightened
up the lunch hour with music and
flair almost every week. Pictured on
these pages are; Uncle Bonsai, the








































descended on the UPS campus, nor¬
mal students were transformed into
monsters, goblins, and ghouls
(among other things!). There were
costume dances in both the Cellar
and Tenzler Hall on Friday, and on
Saturday the Cowboys rode into the
Great Hall to Tock for the disguised
crowd. This Halloween included the
usual carved pumpkins, as well as
candy-filled Trick or Treat bags,
“ the Shining” , and lots of scary fun.
129
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.Seattle’s hottest band came to
U.P.S. on September 25 and played
to an enthusiastic Great Hall crowd.
The Heats, one of the most popular
bands in the Northwest, have two
albums to their credit. Those in the
SUB that night heard many of their
old and new songs, most of which
were written by the band members
themselves, including the favorite, “ I
Don’t Like Your Face.”
131







There are many sources of infor¬
mation at UPS, but sometimes the
best resource can be the human
mind. U.P.S. students are fortunate
to be able to draw from the ex¬
periences and knowledge of guest
speakers who appear on our campus.
Perhaps one of the most popular
speakers was Dr. Timothy Leary,
best known for his experiments with
hallucinogenic drugs during the
1960’s.
Shortly after the Israeli forces
moved into Lebanon, ASUPS hosted
two lectures, one from each side. Dr.
Hatem Hussaini, assistant PLO
observer at the U.N., spoke for the
Palestinians, and Dr. Daniel Pattir
represented the Israeli point of view.
The lectures were informative, giving
both Palestinian and Israeli thoughts
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Christmas 1982 was celebrated in
grand style at UPS. The evening in¬
cluded the traditional tree-trimming
in the Great Hall, followed by carols
by a children’s choir, cookies, and
cocoa. Later, the Twilight Zone
Players entertained in the Snack
Bar, while “ Scrooge” played
upstairs. The evening was topped off
by a barbershop quartet and a big
band dance that was enjoyed by all.
Mistletoast — a first time everevent is hoped to be an annual event— Sponsored by Showcase Special




























their Inside Theatre audience last
November with their innovative
style. The troupe, founded by former
members of the First Chamber
Dance Company, is well-known for
its effective and entertaining com¬
bination of classical and modern
dance techniques.
The company also treated UPS
students and faculty to a dance
workshop, to demonstrate the various
techniques involved in dance, and to






























Winterfest 1983 was a hot suc¬
cess for 300 attending UPS
students. The weather conditions
at Snowqualmie Summit let skiers
enjoy a full day and night of fun in
the snow. A local Seattle band,
The Allies, rocked the mountain
to end the festivities with a late
night dance.
Since 1983 was the first suc¬
cessful Winterfest in three years,
we hope to add this activity to the



















































































This January, some enthusiastic
U.P.S. students had a very unique
winter in experience. Following two
weeks of all day rehearsals and
work-outs, they unveiled the
children’s theatre production “ I
Didn’t Know That!,” which they per¬
formed for elementary schools all




























































Charles Marlowe Bob Overman
George Hastings Scott Hoover
Trisha Kristin Mesler
Dorothy Hardcastle .. Debra Kleiner




Marie Donna Jean McKeag
Kate Hardcastle .. .. Annette Dennis
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Former White House Chief of
Staff Hamilton Jordan made his first
appearance at U.P.S. in January.
Jordan has been heralded as one of
today’s best political strategists, and
he shared with his Tacoma audience














Author, comedian and human
rights activist. Dick Gregory
spoke in Kilworth Chapel in
February, sponsored by Lectures
and the Black Student Union.
Gregory is well known as a par¬
ticipant in demonstrations for
human and civil rights, as well as
the first black comedian.
Gregory’s lecture left his audience
both laughing and crying with his
combination of humor and con¬








New Orleans style jazz was per¬
formed with style at this Cultural
Events/TCC sponsored concert. Its
members are in the 60’s, 70’s and
80’s, but the Preservation Hall Jazz
Band still exudes the traditional
spirit of New Orleans Jazz.
150
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Collins Library Staff, Front L to R: Lillian Tanaka, Elin Cratton, Berdine Kulla. Row 2: Carol Moralez, Shirley Foster, Sylvia Silins,Carol Wheeler, Marian Race,
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Above, Food Service Staff in the SUB.
Back Row (L to R): Richard Grimwood, Agnes Gierczynski, Marian Frank,
Ollie Lane, Frances Angle, Leslie Johnson. Front Row: Grace Mills, Laveme
Shuckhart, Freddie Peterson, Esther Antoine, Evelyn Manos, Kumeko Jawor-
ski, Kneeling:Kye Nae Gianelli,Helen Ness,Sharon Browning, Marge Neal.
Food Service
The department that keeps most of the student body func¬
tioning, the Food Service, is one of the hardest working and
least appreciated groups on campus. While the food they serve
may not be quite like Mom’s, it is most often good and always
nutritious. The staff works very hard, and takes pride in what
they do. One has only to be present throughout the course of a
few meals in either the SUB or Union Avenue Kitchen to fully
appreciate the Food Service staff — their work and dedication.
Below, Food Service Staff at Union Avenue facility, (L to R): Billie Bower,
Colleen Aune, Alice Erway, Kumiko Jaworski, Denise Burke, Terry Pineo,
Agatha Koehn, Dee Smith, Helen Pridemore, Brenda Kohler, Ruby Adam,













Troy M^Strong; Llewelyn G. Pritchard; James R. Parson; Lowry Wyatt; Norton Clapp; W. Howarth Meadowcroft; Willard S. Gee; Michael Healey, ASB President;




At UPS, the Department of Administration is both the throne and the power behindthe throne. Led by Philip M. Phibbs, University President and David Dodson, Dean ofStudents, the Administration is the group who can be credited with the increase in thequality and quantity of the student body and the increasing funds available tostudents for school.They do their job, administering to the University, efficiently andeffectively.
Student Services Staff: Seated (L to R): Eula
Mazique, Kathy Witt, Diana Pace. Standing:
Judy Raska, Paula Sutton, Bob Stremba, David
Dodson, Phyllis Lane, Mike Healey, Kay Stratton,
Laurel Brown, Serni Solidarios, Jim Davis, Louise
Pietrafesa.
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*-«-p*i4*’*»«lfc i *»*George Mills, David Dodson, Wilma Cox, Thomas Davis, Greg Brevris, Philip Phibbs, Ray Bell, Mike Healey. Missing: Shirley
157
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Phi Kappa Phi, Front L to R: Darrell Reeck, John Phillips, Leslie Gould, Tami Stukey, Carol Spangler, Steve Harvey. Row 2: Robert Waldo, Carrie Washburn, Tom
Gunder, Sybil Vitidainen, Ilona Herlinger, Pamelia Olson, Esperanza Gurza, Rebecca Evers, Kathy Matthews, Anneke Mason, Bob Matthews, Walter Lowrie,
Elizabeth George,Shirley Bushnell, Bruce Lind.
Honorary and Foreign Language
Foreign Language Faculty, Front L to R: Dan Clause, Claudia Mays, Michel Rocchi. Row 2: Esperanza Gurza, Barbara Beckman-Sharon, Renada Hodges, JackieMartin, Judy Tyson,Gwen Hickman.
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English




Above — English Faculty, Front L to Jt Esther Wagner,Barry Bauska, Gwen Below — English Majors Association, Front:Cynthia Kimball. Row 2, L to R:Towey, Florence Sandler. Row 2: Julie Neff, Robert Garratt, Jim Lyles, Phil Syibil Vitikainen, Paul Milan, Rebecca Swan, Virginia Boyer, Louise Moe,
Hagen,Tim Hansen, Frances Cousens,Charles Frank. Not Pictured: Rosemary Jane Knechtel, W. Houston Dougharty, Row 3: Jeri Hurd, Charlotte Young,



















Above — Pi Kappa Delta, Front L to R: AnnLambert, Isabelle Bauman, Jeff Moskovitz, Deb¬bie Gay, Kris Davis. Row 2: Steve Geringer, JoelGleghorn, Wayne Hickenbottom, Bob Wise, Ber-nie Pratt, Krista Goldstine, Eric Clarke, LeilaKahn, Ron Chatman. Missing: Larry Baumiller,Ken Pfau, Faye Jackson, Wendy Rolfe, FranciscoMenedez, Steve Reinmuth, Todd Finley, DonnieTrevathan, Jackie Holt.
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Alpha Psi Omega,Front:Faye Jackson. Row 2,L to R:Katherine Noon, Karen Vesely, Adrian Badger, Ellen DeVine,ChrisSloane, Russ MooreRow 3: Lindsay Stibbard, Jan Hubert, Marianne Simpson, Wendi Rolfe. Row 4: Pancho Menendez, Pat Mory, Larry Baumuler, Natalie Broussard. Row 5: JimBenedetto
Communications and Theatre Arts Faculty, Front L to Jfc Louise Bundy, Janet Neil, Kris Davis, David Droge.Row 2: Bur Basinger, Mary Lou Brog, Gary Peterson.Not Pictured:Bonnie Spliiman,Tom Somerville,Rick Graves,Ray Preiss.
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Front Row ( L to R): John Dickson, Keith Maxwell. Back Row: William Baarsma, Dr. H. Thomas Johnson, Director, David Kent, Donald Ramey, Roy J. Polley,
Robert Waldo,Thomas Schillar, Denis Umstot, Dorothy Koehl.
Business and Public Administration
Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternity
Back ( L to R): Peggy Peirson, Allison Cawdry, Whit Campbell, Julie Vammen, Pat Kaapama, Kathy Parnell, Rose Akerley, Kelly Osborn,













Left. Economics Faculty, Front L to Jt Ernie Combs,
Doug Goodman. Row 2: Michael Veseth, Ross Singleton.
Missing:Wade Hands, Bruce Mann.
Below. Phi Chi Theta, Front L to R: Judith Fredericks,
Kathy Kant, Doreen Wildermuth, Cahterine Shanholtz,
Jeannie O’Brien, Susan Tanouye. Row 2: Kathy Bosch,
Desiree Bartels, Michelle Williams, Elizabeth Vander-
valk, Jaque Warwick, Elizabeth George, Lisa Dawson.
Row 3: Karen Suhrbier, Bob Anderson, Frank Schneider,
Jerry Leishman, Ed Morrison.Row 4: Eric Eliasen, Todd
Startzel, Jay Ratcliff, Rob Morris, Ron Johnson. Miss¬
ing (taking the picture):Sue Bernauer.
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Education Faculty, Front L to R: Linda Cockrell, Joan Rapp, Ray Rousin, Barbara Holme, Grace Kirchner. Row 2: George Miller, Norm Heimgartner, John English,
Bob Steiner, Fred Schrank, Bob Hostetter, Dick Hodges.
Education and History











Politics and Government Faculty, Front: Paul Heppe. Row 2, L to R: Craig
Gunter, Priscilla Regan, Arpad Kadarkay.
























Philosophy Faculty, L to R:Douglas Cannon, Larry Stern, John Burke, John Magee. Not Pictured:BruceAltshuler.
Religion Faculty, L to R: Darrell Reeck, Richard
Rosenthal, John Phillips, Del Langbauer, RichardOverman,Robert Alberts. wmiH) N V V Sr> >7 v \ \
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It"* *JMusic Faculty, Front L to R:Thomas Goleeke,Sylvia Munson, Richard Kessler, Ed Hansen.Row 2: James Sorenson,Geoffrey Block, Lawrence Ebbert, Bona Herl-inger,Robert Musser,PaulSchultz, Ed Seferian.
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Physical Education Faculty, L to R: Jack Bleckland, Paul Walprof, Dawn Booman, Ron Simonson, Joe Gleason, Pat Riley.
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The PE Intramural Staff
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Occupational and Physical Therapy Faculty, Front L to R:Suzanne Olsen,Sharon Fultz, Lynnette Chandler, Juli Evans. Row 2:Hariett Richmond,Steve Moreland,






While many groups bemoan the apathy of today’s youth, theAerospace Studies Department is not one of them. The presentfreshmen and sophomore classes in this department are noted for theirenthusiasm and interest in the programs. Fostering this interest is theAerospace faculty, with the new professor of Aerospace Studies ColonelPavlu adding a very professional touch. The ROTC units are enjoyingthis upsurge of interest, having activity nights and parties to utilize andincrease group spirit. The new policy of uniforms all day Tuesday br¬ings pride to the department and respect from the UPS community.
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Above — Mathematics and Computer ScienceFaculty, Front L toJt Matthew Pickard,
Rosemary Hirschfelder. Row 2:Bob Matthews,Ed
Goman,John Lantz, David Scott, John
Riegsecker, Ron VanEnkevort, John Blakesiee,
Jerrold Kerrick, Bruce Lind, Rick Comez. Miss¬
ing:Jim Jackson,Mike Reed,Wilbur Sims.
Left — Physics Faculty,Front L to R:Andy Rex,Bert Brown. Row 2:Fred f Martin Nelson,
Jim Clifford.Missing: Erank Danes.
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Faculty; Seated (L to R): Darwin Jorgensen,
Scott Sheffield, Beverly Pierson, Ed Herbert.Standing: Earnest Karlstrom (chair), A1
Robinson, Mike Gardiner, Gert Lee. Missing:
Terry Mace, Virginia Adams
Phi Sigma
Seated ( L to R): Sheila DeFrank, Linda
Morrison-Worley, Carol Spangler, Prof.
James Slater, Michelle Pakkala, Paul Chilton,





















Biology Professors Darwin Jorgenson and Eric Lindgren Geology Faculty, Front:“ Dink.” Row 2, L to Jfc Jay Lowther, Norman Anderson, Albert Eggers.
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Front Row ( L to R): Jeff Austin, Dale Burlingame, Richard LaMonica, Jim Chamberlin, Roy Medley, Larry Smith, Buster Crook, Brad Gobel, Kevin Reimer, Dave
Estes, Rod Drivstuen, Mike Boone, Darin Smith. Second Row: Matt Thacker, Brian Thomas, Dick Crabb, Scott Stolzenburg, Les Braxton, Mike Moore, Wayde
Stephens, Tom Gunder, Scott Henry, Don Moore, Todd McGrady. Third Row: John Gordon, Brent Faulkner, Lonnie Tweet, Ken Christie, Greg Heiden, Jon Hearon,
Mark Leland, Dan Harrington, Craig Morse, Jeff Walters, Jeff Pederson, Todd DeCarteret. Fourth Row: John Cunningham, Stan Minkema, Jeff Green, Randy
Hynek, Brad Bennett, Paul Akers, Brian Threlkeld, George Wintersheid, Kalani Voeller, Mark Buchanan, Marsh Hanson, Joe Ruble,Mike Piha, John Gordon.Fifth
Row: Myles Corrigan, Mike Bos, Darren Waltier, Craig Matheson, Eric Bowton, Bob Jackson, Alan Rainwater, Paul Wallrop, Randy Williams, Mike O’Hara, John
Besteman,Mike Nelson, Randy Phelps, Jeff Haywood, Jim Cappa.Top Row: Ron Simonson,Scott Renick, Rick Guenther, Jim Dresser.
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Front row:D.Fredleind, M.Yamada, K. Marontate, K.Crowson, K. Weaver, L.Edisuzaki, Sheila. Back row:L.Crow,S. Fitzgerald,S.Sievers, L. Perkins, M.























Top row: Asst. Coach Robert Kim, Shelia DeFrank, Jennifer McFall, Patti Hicks, Eve Valentine, Patty Brabec, Duffer Heilers, Head Coach
Scott Cubberly Bottom Row:Sandy Schornak, Brenda Haas,Lisa Cook, Denise Dudley, Kari Howland, Kristin Nevpert
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Bottom row: Coach Robbie Chandler, Mary Jams, Laura Loomis, Gwen Gwilym, Pam Barber, Diane BoOtte, Second row: Sue
Christiansen, Cheryl Eichner, Wendy Thompson, Michelle Ames, Leslie Crow, Yvonne Swintb, Kathy Knutson, Kitsy Lee
, Kathy
Lee, Dawn Carpenter, Karen Jost, Diving Coach Roy Young, Third row: Gael Goodwin, Anne Hoscsheid, Judy Johnson, Fourth
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Back row: Doug Fergeson, Robb Powers, Dave Rainbolt, Jerry Everard, Trevor Jones, Eric Wogemuth, Tom Roth,
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Front row:Craig Gilbert, Bill Bakamus, Darin Gearhart, Doug Andrews,Eric Goodwin, Jerry Williams, Second row: Head C
oach, Don Zech;


























































































Bicit row:Chris Reitan, Darek Mose; Chris Hail, Pete Noble, Wayne Deckman Front row: Asst. Coach Moorie
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Bottom row: Asst.Coach Angela Sheppard, Sue Schindale, Donna Balmer, Connie Perkins, Linda Zech, Betty Siqurdson, Polly Vaugh, Asst. Coach Mary







































Row 1: M. Dean, A. Mendenhall, K. Foster, A. Williams, S.Watson, J. Warga, P. Harrison, K. Edler, C. Baker, J. Yoder, G. Marshall. Row 2: C. Moores, H.
Sullivan, D. Walzer, M.Hood, J. Link, C. Stump, P. Goralski, J. Cairns, D. Woollett. Row 3: K. Hoy, T.Wilkinson, T. Kawada, £. Dillingham, V. Vili, K.
Parnell, L. Kelley, COACHES J. Peyton, C. Luther, V.Chappell. Row 4: E. Winding, D. Heilers, R. Reynolds,S.Simons, F. Bushnell, B.Monroe, J. Hiller, E.
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First row: M, Epstein, J. Leachtenhauer, S. Gerringer, J. Cairns, C. Stump. Second row: M. Seisinger, K. Pa L. Wood, H. Sullivan, J. VVarga, L.
Johnson, S. Watson, G. Marshall. Third row: L. Kelly, L. Fleihmer, L. Penberton, D. Thomspon, T. Wilkenson, J. Latkowski, M. Cooper,C. Moores, T.
Kawada, E.Dillingham,S.Simons. Fourth row:C. Baker, B. Ames.
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Left Boat:(Back to Front),J.Weeks,J.Ricks,R.Ladley,S.Plum,A.Cawdrey,T. Aiona,L. Haserot,A.Stevens.Right Boat:K.Bibson, T.Ricker, M.Marshall, M.
Eaton,S. McFadden,S.Reinsal, C.McRae, M, Michener. Back row: Coach L.Kantor, A.Schoeii, J. Roster,S.Hodder, V. Rullman, K.Gronlund, C.Clarke. Front
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FrCTf^:Joy TaMpKM^AwBartley, Erin Cassidy, B<*h Shelly,Sandy Johnson, Asst.Coach Angela Sheppard. Back row:Coach A1Medley, Kim Noakes,
Men’s Baseball
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Firs/ row:Mitch Wilkes, John Hite, Chris McReynolds (Captain), Jeff Roberts (Captain), Matt Duryea, Nick Calgagni (Captain),Howard Brown, Dave Sammfeth.

















Back row: Jason Hiller, Coach Marrianne Hilton, JohnThoUne, Brian Yates, Kurt Schwarz, Eric Brendlinger, John Callahan, Brian Hurley, Linda Schrader,
Lisa Chambers, Paul slornic.Front row: Evelyn Yates,Susan Raymond, Iaurie Aim Johnson,Brad Press, Jim McAlanxder,Scott McCoubrey, Bob Spaller,






Front row: Matt Winward, Thomas Wckefield, Keneth Greenwar, Michael Staton, Back row: Terry Williams, Douglas Doxie, Gary Gadbow, Richard Ross,
Douglas Hearron,Michael Anderson.
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Welcome Class of ’83
The students pictured here are all in their 50's.
They were undergraduates for just a few brief years, filled with many memories.During the three decades since , they have been members of the UPS Alumni Association , which has been providing ser ¬vices and activities for over 20,000 alumni since 1900 Membership for a lifetime is automatic and provides alumni withan ideal opportunity to stay involved with the University, as well as to keep track of one another .We look forward to your participation in the years to come.
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pri ken
Thanks for a Great Year U.P.S.a Part of A.S.U.P.S.Prograr
tYear in and Year Out . . .
The Campus Bookstore supplies “ almost”
everything you’ll need for
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Front row: Debbie Boseck, Naini Baldocchi, Holly Unger, Kathy Cope, Gina Etem, Karmi Speece, Melissa
Pretz, Lisa Haserot, Jennifer McFall, Brenda Jones, Trish Dorman, Denise Dudley, Candy McRae 2nd Row:
Janet Mauseth, Debra Kleiner, Char Ash, Karen Pohs, Susie Nelson, Linda Winters, Kimberly Cramer, Mary
Kirk, Lauryn Doney, Cindy Davenport, Andrea Stephens, Hilary Foster, Mary Janis, Lisa Pullem, Janise
Nelson, 3rd Row: Lisa Zimmer, Sandy McVittie, Kathy Dobler, Evelyn Yates, Ronna Hansen, Megan Hiscock,
Cindy Hammer, Patty Hicks, Pam Shields, Teresa Gearhart, Laura Kane, Lori Stonecipher, Diane Bone, Carrie
Glenn, Laurin Cady. 4th Row: Renee Speicher, Janet Kvanvig, Heidi Celmer, Kari Connella, Karen Sandeno, An¬
na Usibelli, Linda Miller,Susan Burrows, Marcia Bruya, Jodi Fshom, Anne Nelson, Sue Raymond, Heidi Hef-
fernan,Julie Rae, Kelly Slater, Julie Koster, Wendy Maners,
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(7 to r) First row: Jay Smitl
Matt Haffner, Sid Rundli
Thomas Turnbull, Kalani Bust
Jonathan Ordway; second ro*
Thomas Larsen, Cath;
Cronkleton, Jo-Ann Latkowsk
Steven Howel, Clifford Lav
Andreae Noland, Carole Zim
merman, Kimsley Rabb, Scberi
Kennedy, Cheryl Fitch, Mar
Blackburn; Thir row: Mik
Weiner, Rich Lindsey, Trac
Reiker, Mike Baker, Wayn
Hickenbottom, Pat McMillar
BELOW (l to r): first row:Susie McFadden, Allison Mendenhall, Susan Miyamoto, Kelly Houston, Jennifer Guay, Leila Kahn; second row:Kahty Kaminoff, Glyr
Watt, Linda Schrader, Ava Bartley, Robin Ladley, Kate Rudnick, Jo Cook; third row: Rhonda Riddle, Kandi Hague, Apryl Wicks, Deanne Del Missier, Cath
Brown, Jill Yoder, Roxanna Shilts, Cathy Crowson; fourth row: Mary Vosburgh, Denise Fredlund, Cathy Calhoun, Jody Harwood, Pam Newby; back row: Del
Collis, Kris Oswald,Angie Erickson,Kari Howland, Pam Schwenk,Linda Yoshino.
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ABOVE (l to r): first row:Dan Shafer, Susan Shimomura, Jail Lehrer, Floren-tino “ 2” Reyes, Mike Allison, Grand Piano, Dennis Manley, Brian Bell; secondrow: Judy Johnson, Mike Boone,Sheryl Deffenbaugh, Wayne Saito, ShawndellPlum, Alaii Gossett, Paula Mueller, Mike Magum, David Dzubay, AnneHochshied, Jon,Lyon, Andy Culbertson,Lori Becker, Greg Ursich,Terry Tomt,Lisa Love, Maggie Marshall, Bob Hinton, Nicole Marshall, Doug Stead, LloydKaide, Tom McKinney,Dena Sayer, Laurie Johnson; back row: Bob Stevenson,Jeff Meehan, Brad Jones,Martha Healy, Bruce Clarke, Dirk “ Buffy” Kaysser;Not Pictured: Bertha Hayashi, Jody Kemutt, Andy Nelson, Kerry Fredericks,Gina Dickey, Paul Rader, Chris Dederer, Tad Kawada, Jim Martin, MarthaGraizier,Ted Lamb, Jayne Hretiko.
AT ELMO’S, TO THE LEFT (l to r): sitting: Teresa, Suzanne Pickard,Clarissa Jones, Mitchell Suzawa, Wendy Schick, Sandy Chee, Karen Sole,Diane Igawa, Debbie Pederson,Susie Erskine; kneeling:Scott Livengood, LanaKuc, Tammy Allen,Susan Veterane, Kenny Louie, Ben Davis, Scott Stinton, K.C. Kochmer, David Werner, Ken Neidermeyer, John M.; standing: Alex Plum,Shelly Turner, Dave Stafford, Jim Roos, “ Bear” Harris, Francis Estalilla, An¬thony Hemstad, Andy Johnson, Lindsey Korst, Scott Hilton, Chad Haines,Ruben Porter, Kim English, Eric Holmgren, Kathy Jones, Jim Cramer,Jonathan Clark, Dave Billings, Rod Yen,Steve Reinmuth.


















Firsr Row (L to R):Linnae Ista, Debi Noris, Julie Beggs, Missy McEarhon, Hans Gomez, Dawn Farmer,Tim Doyle; Se¬
cond Row: Freda Monroe, Reinold Tracy, Sandy Treick, Kay Wooden, Greg Barge, Shari Hamilton, Stephanie Marshall;
Third Row: Phil Morin, Michelle Lirette, Lori Phillips, Jim G. Cairns, Paul Minton, Cindy Rennie, Linda Lewis, Jeff
Castellino; Fourth Row: Mike Thomas, Kary Morgan, Lisa Robinson, Anne Jensen, Robin Rasmussen, Robbi Tindal, An¬
nette Miles, Lisa Martinez, Laura McDuffee, Fifth Row: Alexa Davis, Rose Akerly, Laurie Frink, Lisa Krautkramer,
Chris Affleck, Kelly Osborn, Kari Strande, Patience Harrison, Sue Horton, Barb Vlison; Sixth Row: Brad Ogura, Dave
King, Mike McCaughey, Dan DeLapp, Scott Soule, Jule Guildner, Julie Mielke, Karlyn Kent, Judy McLeod, Jenne Rogers;
Seventh Row: Jason Hiller, Kathy Marontate, Todd Badham, Kurt Schwarz, Jeff Moskovitz, Matt'Winward, Nathan
James, Andy Monson, Greg Worden, Karen Honda, Pam Sweitzer, Tracy Wikersham; Eighth Row: Dan Mathewson,
Rhonda Newton, Richard Sears, Scott Davis, Scott Olsen, Jeff Ball, Peter Noble, Tim Casey, Mimi Lee, Carrie Watanabe,
Robin Yanagisawa, CherylSwab,Marlene Hall, Kristi Hoy;Back Row:Ron Justin,Jennifer Thonn,Craig Rosenberg, Nan¬




(left to right) Front Row;Karen Boyle, Mark Cole, Marina Reisinger,Susie Ellenberger, Jeannie MOnzon, RoseQuiroz, Patty White, Tamara Walsh, Karen Roberge 2nd Row: Rob Wotton, Diane Scott, Lee Stanton, KevinMansoor, Tom Popowski, Duncan Marsh, Karen Gunderson, Kathy Lee, Vickie Vetter, Alyce Dunham, JohnTharp 3rd Row: Nichole Montague, Barbara Lucas, Norma Strand,Suzanne Smith 4th Row: Jonathan Lum, An¬nette Stowe, Debbie Thomas, Dave Lawrenson, Dan HolSenback, Brian Smith, Andy AUsion, Jim Farrar, TrecyDavis, W>U Randolph, Susan Post, Kathy Morris, Dave Carpehtier, Diane Forsell, Pancho Graves, PaulaMcMenamin, Fred Ross, Wendy Culverwell, Ann Bret-Harte, Scott Batemen,Shannon Snyder, Karl Sorenson,Mike Minginfel,Jim Harris.
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Harrington Hall
(7e/f <0 right ) Sitting: Kathy Murphy, Pat Sweeney, Sherry Cole, 1st Row: Tim Kerhli, Bruce Burnett, Melinda
Wiltrout, Chris Nugent, Juiie Garner, Sandy Cannady, Barb VandenBurg, Robin Dean 2nd Row: Lisa D. L.
Emlen, Dawn L. M. Leeman, Eric R. D. Cramer, Karen Meyer, The Pumpkin, Phil Stubblefield, Suzanne
Crocker, Ben Taylor, Lynda Waer, Krista Hess, Susan Reinsel, Kirsten Holmquist, Rory Kamatono 3rd Row:
Mike Bundschuh, Herb Hoffman, Laura-Leigh Young, Sandi Ackerman, Kersten Carr, Paul Sullivan, Craig
Hilmes,Amy Baldwin, Nola Drazdoff, Mike T. Adams,Scott Delys, Lynn Patokoski, Todd Van Arsdale, Aggie
Hui, Ronnie Bettencourt, 4th Row: Sam Baker, Ernie Jugovic, Mark Sudderth, Brent Hyman, Mike Amend,
Greg Sundberg, Mel Wofford, Greg Leung 5th Row: Heidi Schmidt, Mike Williams, Mike A. Adams, Don Davis,
Greg Brock, 6th Row: Dean Cary, Mike Mastbaum, Brett Parker Missing: Cappi Clark, J. J. Holt, Tracey
Juran, Denise McGregor, Jennifer Spencer,Susan Grindleland,Melissa Newcomb, Dave Poston, Barb Coakley,
Jim Dolstad, Andy Bernick, Steve Simons, Missy Porras, Tracey Choy, Aileen Goto, Ellen Ruud, Sharon Wat¬
son, Alyne Farone,Ted Bibbes, Chenoa Egawa, Bhrett Nomroe, and Amy Roetschke
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Kappa Alpha Theta
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Front Row (l to r): Lori Coyner, Brandy, Kerry Gibson, Caron Elander, Bethany Shepard, Sue Sellevoid, Lori
MaCumber, Pam Viall, Kari Jordal, Carolyn Barry; Second Row: Amy Alexander, Heidi Biggs, Karen DeBerard,
Lisa Chapman, Alisa Bell, Julie Bogne, Staci Loop, Beth Kraus, Kristi Albertson, Dana Welch, Lorri Etka; Third
Row: Leslie Ray, Chris Llobregat, Sally Forristall, Chorie Vincent, Kristi Shaw, Vicki Caiaman, Beth Portor,
Cathie Clark, Sheri Gilkison, Cathy Ernst, Carolyn Hailer, Tracy Sharpies, Sara Sieners, Vicki Glanister; Fourth
Row: Clare Leong, Kerry Hilsmann, Patti Brabec, Debbie Ekiand, Debbie Dahlin, Karen Daniles, Kathy Donner,
Missy Morgan, Lisa Temple, Nicola Goodwin, Susan Kaintz, Virginia Wild, Cindy Mew, Karen Bows, Mandy
Yamaguchi; Fifth Row: Julie Hulstrand, Natalie Noyd, Julie Lentz, Leslie Pirn, Carolina Schick, Duffer Heiler, Ann
Stipnor, Janice Howland, Beth Mattler.
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Beta Theta Pi



















Left to Right, 1st row: Melissa Reno, Laurie Niichel, Lucy Pulford, Kim Vandenoord, Marcie
Olsen, Gigi Blunt, Andrea Mitchell, Wendy Meade, Anne Keating, Laura Canchola. 2nd row:Jane
Knectel, Leslie Shriver, Marcie Eaton, Maribeth Burns, Joanne Tuthill, Joyce Miha, Angela
Pratt, Kelly Zarones, Pam McLaughlin, Barbie Stroh, Lisa Judson. 3rd row: Lori Kelly,
Margaret Robison, Jenny Eveleth, Julie Brachvogel, Gillian Hales, Brenda Wagley, Holly
Sabelhaus,Marcie Root, Cindy Niichel, Chris Kiefer,Sue Kiefer, Beth Phillips, Kay Callison.4th
row: Julie Cairone, Lisa Kruger, Janet Link, Cathy Leaverton, Lisa Annala, Suzi Morris, Karen
Suhrbier, Paige Shain, Crysta Wagley, Sandy Davis, Charlene Sherwood, Stephanie Sanders,
Randi Fecht. Back:Tom Allard — Ring Ching King.
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon
IH Fronu GlennMeyer; Front RoWL David Sackman, Robin Jackson, Jeff Meyer, Chris Walsh, Katie Hooker, Paul Avery,


















NAMES L TO R: 1st row: Linda Bickford, Darcy Writer, Tracy Aiona, Jill Fisher, Becky Neirby, Deborah
Woodman, Margaret Vanderbeck, Cindy Riehl, Cathy Sullivan, Laurie Blome. second row: Joanie Downs,
Kris Saldin, Jean Kanda, Lisa Grewe, Susan Birkland, Donna Calf Robe, Kris Kinnaman, Myki Valentine,
Abby Holman, Alice Johnson, Keneta Anderson. 3rd row: Roberta Mitchel, Sharon Trulson, Kari Moore,
Mary Jo Kapust, Patti Anderson, Ann Hatch, Teri Fishfader, Gail Herstein, Debbie McKenzie, Jill Ritter,
Bonnie Barnard, Katy McCall, Lisa McLaughlin, Yvonne Colon, Sonia Wormeli, Wendy Thompson, Patti
Edmonds. 4th row: Susan Hodder, Stormy Johnson, Amy De Aguero, Cynthia Kreitzberg, Lindsay Sheffield,








































Front Row (l to r): Scott McCoubrey, Jeannine Biddle, Stuart Kamitaki, Alex Smith, Tim
Foster, Alyssa Armanasco; Everything in Between:Tom Keefe, Kevin Flanigan, John Maier,
Garth Page, Scott Matthew, Laurie Koelbel, Jake James, John Hite, Peter Bishop, Brad
Niven, Mark Foley, Rob Helm, Niel Ambrose, Don Beaulieu; Back Row: Brad Williams, Ron
Schmoll, Allen Lundeen, Mitch Wilks.
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Gamma Phi Beta
Front Row (L to R): Ann Sutherland, Margaret Grosse, Melissa Hastings, Suzy Fitzgerald, Sue Carlson, Tracee Don¬nelly; Second Row: Erin Cassidy, Kim Dykeman, Christina Kindley, Kristen Arntson, Midge Sellers, Charlyn Brown,Erin Murphy, Mary Dalton, Julie Bornac; Third Row: Jeannine Biddle, Katie Hooker, Cissy O’Neil, Trish O’Brian,Christi Spangler, Della Haley, Tracy Hert, Lindsey Horniman, Lisa Ferguson, Suzy Hooker, Jennifer Watts, JoanieWilliams, Amy Hunt, Lisa Martell, Nadine Johnson, Alyssa Armanasco; Fourth Row: Jane Williamson, Lauri Stark,Marcy Ellis, Heather Hazen, Laurel Hagerty, Lei Narveson, Ginger Blades, Cari VanDoren, Robin Jackson, PattyOlney,Lorraine Hingston, Julia Jennings, Mari Jones, Lynn McCollum; Not Shown: Lauri Smith, Mary Cannon, AnnGreen, Ere Valentine, Lisa Perkins, Becky Baydek, Liza Jorgenson, Julie Traylor, Cathy Farrington, Cindy Smith,Kathleen McKarthy, Jimi James, Dane Kruse, Jenny Bostick, Stacy Tonkin, Diane Dixon, Kristin Neupert, SandyJohnson, Kris Bennett, Lori Baurmisted,Tamera Murphy.
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Very Top: Frank C. Neil. Top L to R:Craig Benson, Todd Goldberg, Mike McCieod, Dick Crabb, Garth Pear¬
son, Pete Walsh, Pat Findley, Ron Davison, Greg Annala, Paul Reynolds, Louis Mitchell, Ken Batali, Jim Berry,
Jeff Martin. Middle Row: Dave Weimer, Mark Scoccolo, Spencer Henson, Diane Dixon, Steve Webb, David
Gonzoles, Tom Quinlin, Mark Siegle, Matt Smith, Randy Williams, Mike Nekelsen, Bob Boyd. 3rd Row Down:
Brett Green, Scott Harris, Joe Voss, Mark Matheson, Paul Andrews, Paul Faucett, Tim Slusher, Glum Tiscor-























Photo Editor Joe Walker
Sales Manager . Clenton Richardson
Office Manager . . . Claire Ackerman
Academics Editor Aileen Cox
Entertainment Editor . . Debbie Gay
Students Editor Mark Hughes
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Photographers, Pictured above Clockwise (R-L):Claire Ackerman, Melissa Larcom, Jan Lehrer, Val Mills,
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